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We investigate the nonlinear propagation of intense, two-cycle, carrier-envelope phase (CEP) sta-
ble laser pulses at 1.7µm center wavelength in air. We observe CEP-dependent spectral interference
in the visible part of the forward-propagating white light generated on propagation. The effect
is robust against large fluctuations of the input pulse energy. This robustness is enabled by rigid
clamping of both the peak optical field and the phase of the propagating waveform, which has been
revealed by numerical simulations. The CEP locking can enhance the yield of the CEP-dependent
strong-field processes in gaseous media with long-wavelength drivers, while the observed spectral
interference enables single-shot, stand-off CEP metrology in the atmosphere.

PACS numbers: 33.80.Eh, 33.20.Sn, 42.55.Lt

Nonlinear self-channeling (filamentation) of intense, ul-
trashort laser pulses in gases allows to project strong-field
phenomena to extended standoff distances and enables
various potential applications ranging from remote sens-
ing to lightning protection [1–3]. The majority of past
studies of filamentation used ultrafast Ti:Sapphire lasers
operating in the near-infrared (NIR) and generating laser
pulses with durations from tens to hundreds of femtosec-
onds. Recent progress in the ultrafast laser technology
pushes these investigations into new regimes.

Spectral coverage of filamentation studies has been re-
cently extended to short-wave infrared (SWIR) [4, 5],
mid-wave infrared (MWIR) [6, 7], and long-wave infrared
(LWIR) [8] spectral domains. It has been argued that
at longer wavelengths, the physics governing filamentary
propagation, as well as the properties of filaments, are
expected to be different from those in the familiar NIR
regime [9]. Trace constituents of air, such as CO2 and
H2O, introduce spectral windows of anomalous disper-
sion and loss, enabling soliton-like propagation [10] and
new mechanisms of nonlinear absorption [11]. Multiple
odd harmonics of the infrared driver can be readily de-
tected and analyzed [12].

The use of few-cycle pulses in the studies of filamen-
tation has been scarce [13, 14]. Filamentation in noble
gases has been shown to be accompanied by compres-
sion of NIR laser pulses from tens of femtoseconds well
into the sub-ten femtosecond range [15, 16]. The CEP
of the resulting few-cycle optical waveforms has been ro-
bust against percent-level fluctuations of the input pulse
energy [17]. On the other hand, in a computational
study of filamentation-based compression of laser pulses
at 800 nm and 2µm [18], percent-level pulse-energy fluc-
tuations have been detrimental to the preservation of the
CEP coherence.

Here, we report the results of experiments and nu-
merical simulations on the filamentary propagation of
two-cycle laser pulses at 1.7µm center wavelength in air.
We observe CEP-dependent interference in the spectrum
of the generated visible white light. The effect is ro-
bust against large pulse-energy fluctuations, indicating
that SWIR filamentation preserves the intrapulse coher-
ence [19]. Numerical simulations reveal rigid carrier-level
clamping of both the peak optical field and the CEP of
the entire propagating waveform. As a result, the com-
plete loss of phase that has been argued to universally ac-
company filamentation [20] does not occur in our experi-
ments. The CEP clamping and the spectral interference
effects are expected to universally occur in the SWIR
and LWIR filamentation in different gases, enabled by
the inherently non-perturbative, carrier-level strong-field
physics with long-wavelength drivers. The preservation
of the CEP over extended, highly nonlinear propagation
can enhance the yield of various strong-field processes,
such as high-harmonic generation and the production of
energetic electrons. The observed spectral interference
can be used for the single-shot characterization of the
CEP in filamentation with CEP-unstable laser systems,
enabling standoff CEP metrology in the atmosphere.

Our experiments made use of the SWIR optical para-
metric chirped-pulse amplification system that generated
laser pulses at 1.7µm center wavelength, with 11 fs du-
ration at FWHM, at the pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz
[21]. The maximum pulse energy was 1.4 mJ. The flat-
top, 12 mm-diameter laser beam was weakly focused in
air, using a gold-coated concave mirror with the focal
length of 2 m.

The longitudinal distribution of plasma density in the
SWIR filament was measured using a capacitive plasma
probe [22] that was separately calibrated using a NIR fil-
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ament generated under specific conditions, for which the
peak plasma density has been independently measured
on the absolute scale [23]. Measurable plasma started
at ∼10 cm before the geometrical focal plane of the fo-
cusing mirror and extended over ∼15 cm. The trans-
verse size of the filament core was visualized by mak-
ing a single-shot burn on a gold-coated silicon wafer [24].
Based on these measurements, we roughly estimated the
peak plasma density in the SWIR filament at ∼1022 m−3.
This estimate is consistent with the measured energy loss
of ∼2% that the laser pulse experienced on propagation
through the filamentation zone. The confocal parameter
(twice the Rayleigh range) corresponding to the trans-
verse size of the filament core was about 15 mm. The
measured length of the plasma channel was about ten
times larger, indicating the occurrence of the nonlinear
self-channeling.

Spectra of the forward-propagating white light gener-
ated by the filament have been analyzed, in the far field,
with the aid of the angularly-resolving imaging spectrom-
eter [26]. The two-dimensional spectral map at the out-
put plane of the spectrometer has the wavelength compo-
nents of the emission resolved horizontally and the angles
of emission, with respect to the beam axis, resolved verti-
cally. The resulting θ –λ spectra reveal emission features
that may be hidden in the conventional spectra that are
integrated over all emission angles [27]. The CCD sensor
used to record the spectra was sensitive in the wavelength
range from 300 nm to 1µm, which covered the third har-
monic of the SWIR driver. Emission above ∼ 650 nm was
strongly attenuated by a color-glass filter.

Two examples of θ –λ spectra corresponding to two
specific values of the CEP, relative to an arbitrary con-
stant phase, are shown in Fig. 1. The evident CEP-
dependent feature is the appearing and disappearing
spectral hole in the on-axis emission at around 525 nm,
which is close to the wavelength of the third harmonic of
the fundamental SWIR pulse. An examination of the
movie showing evolving θ –λ spectrum at a gradually
advancing value of the CEP (available in [25]) reveals
that the spectral hole is a part of an about two period-
long spectral beat pattern spanning from ∼500 nm to
∼575 nm. The pattern is π-periodic in the CEP, con-
sistently with two pulses with the CEP values different
by π being physically indistinguishable. Similar spectral
interference has been previously reported in supercon-
tinuum generation with ultrashort SWIR laser pulses in
transparent solids [28, 29], where it occurred at much
lower pulse energy and with much lesser contributions
from ionization and self-channeling of the laser beam.

The two spectra shown in Fig. 1, as well as all frames
in the movie of the evolving spectrum in [25], have been
averaged over 750 laser shots. The shot-to-shot pulse-
energy fluctuations of the SWIR driver laser are about
2.5% RMS. It appears counter-intuitive that the multi-
shot averaging has not smeared out the contrast of the
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FIG. 1: Measured θ –λ spectra for two specific values of the
CEP that correspond to the most dissimilar spectra. The
images are integrated over 750 laser shots. The specified CEP
values are relative to an arbitrary constant number. Colors
in these images correspond to actual colors, as perceived by
the human eye. The insets show images of the corresponding
beam patterns, were emissions at different angles are strongly
overlapping. A movie composed of the θ –λ spectra for the
gradually advancing value of the CEP is available in [25].

spectral interference pattern, given that the pulse expe-
rienced complex, highly nonlinear propagation through
the filamentation zone. The reason for this robustness
was revealed by numerical simulations of our experiments
that we discuss next.

Our numerical simulations utilized an axially-
symmetric, non-paraxial, unidirectional propagator for
the linearly polarized optical field [30]. The third-
harmonic content of the pulse is populated by the ac-
tion of two additive source terms in the field propagator:
the nonlinear polarization due to the Kerr effect and the
time-varying electric current. The latter is due to the
carrier-level dependence of the strong-field ionization of
air molecules (the Brunel current, [31]) and includes the
contribution representing energy loss to ionization [32].

Ionization rates for oxygen and nitrogen are calculated
according to the Perelomov, Popov, and Terent’ev (PPT)
formalism [33], which is modified by using the carrier-
level “intensity” of the optical field I(t) ≡ ε0cn0E

2(t).
Here n0 is a constant, spectrally averaged value of the lin-
ear refractive index of air and E(t) is real, instantaneous
electric field. The pre-factor in the PPT rate is modi-
fied as discussed in [34]. For generality, dispersion and
linear absorption of air are computed according to the HI-
TRAN database [35], accounting for 50% humidity and
500 ppm concentration of CO2. Under our experimen-
tal conditions, the water and CO2 contents have negligi-
ble influence on the simulation results, although they are
expected to make observable differences for long-range
propagation. The duration, spectrum, beam shape, and
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FIG. 2: Numerical results for the θ –λ spectra, shown on an
arbitrary linear scale, for two particular values of the input
CEP that correspond to the most dissimilar spectra. The
color palette is chosen to highlight the generated spectral fea-
tures. A movie composed of the θ –λ spectra for gradually
advancing values of the CEP is available in [25].

focusing conditions for the input pulse match those used
in the experiment.

Numerical simulations using our model have been con-
ducted for the input CEP values in the interval from 0 to
π, with the step of 0.05×π. As discussed above, the θ –λ
spectra in the interval of the CEPs from π to 2π iden-
tically reproduce those in the interval from 0 to π. The
field was propagated from the focusing mirror at 0 cm,
where the initial CEP of the laser pulse was defined, to
the longitudinal coordinate of 250 cm, which is 50 cm af-
ter the geometrical focal plane of the mirror; the field at
250 cm is referred to as the output field. The absolute in-
put CEP values in the experiment and simulation differ
by a constant unknown phase.

Simulations reproduce the main experimentally ob-
served features of the θ –λ spectra – the CEP-dependent
spectral interference in the vicinity of the third harmonic,
as well as the generation of the off-axis emission ring.
The two extreme cases – with and without a pronounced
spectral hole in the on-axis emission near third harmonic
of the driver, shown in Fig. 2, correspond to the initial
CEPs of 0.30×π and 0.90×π, respectively. In the sim-
ulated spectra, emission above ∼ 650 nm is numerically
attenuated, using the spectral transmission function of
the color-glass filter used in the experiment.

The noticeable quantitative differences between the ex-
perimental and numerically simulated θ –λ spectra are
not unexpected, given the complexity of extended, highly
nonlinear propagation of the laser pulse and the limited
accuracy to which the ionization of air with few-cycle,
SWIR laser pulses can be realistically computed. The
sharper and richer structure of the simulated spectral
patterns, compared to those recorded experimentally, is
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FIG. 3: (a) Input E-field waveforms for the two values of the
CEP that correspond to the two output θ –λ spectra shown
in Fig. 2. (b) Corresponding output E-field waveforms of the
on-axis emission component. Input pulse energy is 1.40mJ.
The overall CEP of the waveform is rigidly locked on passing
through the filamentation zone.

predominantly due to the much higher spectral resolution
used in the simulation. Neither the numerical averaging
over many laser shots with fluctuating pulse energy, nor
varying the concentrations of the trace constituents of
air have resulted in a better quantitative match between
experiment and simulation.

Simulations allow for an in-depth examination of the
pulse dynamics on the passage through the filamentation
zone. A movie showing pulse evolution is available in
[25]. This evolution is quite complex and results in the
formation of a chirped pulse with the high-frequency con-
tent trailing behind the main pulse waveform. In Fig. 3,
we show examples of the input and output E-field wave-
forms for the input pulse energy of 1.40 mJ and for the
two specific values of the input CEP that correspond to
the θ –λ spectra shown in Fig. 2. Rigid preservation of
the initial CEP throughout the highly nonlinear propa-
gation is evident.

To elucidate the origin of the spectral interference
effect, we isolate the third-harmonic (3ω) content by
numerical band-pass spectral filtering of the full out-
put optical waveform, using a 100 nm-wide filter func-
tion centered at 525 nm (the wavelength of the on-axis
spectral hole observed in the simulation for the input
CEP= 0.30×π). The result is shown in Fig. 4, for the
two specific values of the input CEP used in Figs. 2 and
3. As expected, the output 3ω waveform is strongly in-
fluenced by the input CEP. While the fundamental fre-
quency content remains a single pulse on propagation for
any CEP, which is evident in Fig. 3, the third-harmonic
content, trailing behind the fundamental, consists of two
overlapping sub-pulses. For the input CEP of 0.30×π,
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the two third-harmonic sub-pulses are predominantly out-
of-phase with each other, producing a pronounced spec-
tral hole at 525 nm. For the input CEP= 0.90×π, the
sub-pulses are predominantly in-phase and strongly over-
lapping; they appear as a single, longer pulse, and the
spectral hole at third harmonic is suppressed.

The presence of the two distinct third-harmonic pulses
with the relative phase linked to the input CEP suggests
that the 3ω content is populated in two stages, bearing
the analogy with the conventional, solid-state f-2f inter-
ferometer, commonly used for single-shot CEP character-
ization [36]. The source terms predominantly responsible
for the generation of third harmonic in these two stages
carry different integer multiples of the original CEP. The
group-velocity dispersion (GVD) of plasma delays the
third harmonic content generated in the first stage with
respect to the leftover fundamental. The resulting 3ω sub-
pulse trails behind the second 3ω sub-pulse generated later
along the propagation path.

Note that clean separation between the sources respon-
sible for the generation of the two sub-pulses at 3ω is
not possible. However, even though the pulse dynam-
ics are complex, they are pulse-to-pulse repeatable, re-
sulting in the nonlinear generation of by-products that
robustly depend on the CEP of the input pulse. Since the
GVD of plasma is predominantly responsible for the de-
lay between the two third-harmonic sub-pulses, a longer
filament and/or higher plasma density are expected to
produce a more clear spectral interference pattern with
denser interference fringes.

Both in the experiments and in the simulations, the
differences between the CEP values corresponding to the
most dissimilar spectra are different from π/2, as would
be the case for the f-2f interferometer, where spectral
broadening, dispersive delay, and harmonic generation
occur separately, in discrete optical elements. Here, the
actions of different linear and nonlinear sources driv-
ing field evolution occur concurrently during propagation
and are inherently mixed.

Following the logic of [37, 38], we attempted to apply
the first Born approximation to the computation of the
output spectra. To that end, we used a truncated E-field,
with the third-harmonic content numerically filtered out,
for computing different source terms in the field propa-
gator – the Kerr nonlinearity, the Brunel current, and
the nonlinear loss current. In this approximation, the
high-frequency content, being weak in comparison with
the content around the fundamental wavelength of the
driver, is assumed to be generated exclusively by the non-
linear conversion of the fundamental, not influencing its
own generation in an appreciable way. We found that the
result of such an approximate computation of the spec-
trum around third harmonic grossly disagrees with the
full simulation. Thus, the generation of the 3ω content
in our experiment is non-perturbative, and the first Born
approximation is not applicable to computing it.
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FIG. 4: Third-harmonic content of the output temporal E-
field waveforms. The vertical grids show the periodicity of
the monochromatic wave at 525 nm wavelength, where the
spectral hole is observed in the simulation. In the case of
CEP=0.30×π, the output waveform at third harmonic con-
sists of two distinct sub-pulses that are predominantly out-of-
phase with each other. In the case of CEP=0.90×π, the sub-
pulses in the third-harmonic waveform are largely in-phase
and strongly overlapping.
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FIG. 5: Complete (a) and third-harmonic (b) output fields,
for the input CEP=0.30×π and at two different energies of the
input pulse, as specified in the legends. 10% energy variation
causes only a very slight change of the output waveforms,
both in amplitude and phase.

It is remarkable how robust the complex and highly
nonlinear pulse dynamics are against relatively large fluc-
tuations of the energy of the incident SWIR laser pulse.
This robustness is what preserves the experimentally ob-
served spectral interference features through averaging
over multiple laser shots with fluctuating energy. In
Fig. 5, we show the complete and third-harmonic out-
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put waveforms for the input CEP value of 0.30×π and at
two input pulse energies, different from one another by
as much as 10%. (In the experiment, the pulse-energy
fluctuations were lower – about 2.5% RMS.) The change
of the complete waveform due to the energy difference
is barely noticeable – both in amplitude and phase. The
change of the 3ω content of the waveform is apparent but
also not significant.

The preservation of the phase coherence observed in
our experiments and simulations is the manifestation of
the general trend of the transition from NIR to longer
wavelengths: In the NIR, nonlinear optical interactions
largely occur on the pulse-envelope level, with the carrier-
level effects averaging out underneath the envelope. In
the SWIR and longer wavelengths, on the other hand, the
interactions are more quasi-static and follow the instan-
taneous field; sub-cycle physics emerges, and the overall
pulse coherence survives highly nonlinear propagation.

In conclusion, we have investigated the nonlinear prop-
agation of intense, two-cycle, CEP-stable, SWIR laser
pulses at 1.7µm center wavelength in air. We ob-
served rigid locking of the CEP of the optical wave-
form, propagating in the highly nonlinear regime, and
the CEP-dependent interference within the spectral con-
tent around third-harmonic of the SWIR driver, gener-
ated on propagation. Both the CEP locking and the
spectral interference are robust against large pulse-to-
pulse energy fluctuations. These effects are expected
to universally occur in filamentation of long-wavelength,
ultrashort-pulse laser beams in different gases. Numeri-
cal simulations reveal that the generation of white light
that accompanies filamentation of long-wavelength, ul-
trashort laser pulses is a non-perturbative process, and
the first-Born approximation is not applicable to ade-
quately simulating it. The CEP locking over extended
nonlinear propagation can enhance the yield of extreme
nonlinear-optic conversion processes. The observed spec-
tral interference enables single-shot measurements of the
CEP of the ultra-short, long-wavelength laser pulses un-
dergoing nonlinear self-channeling in air. This capability
will be important in the long-range applications of the
CEP-dependent strong-field phenomena, such as high-
harmonic generation and the production of energetic elec-
trons.
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